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@@first_name@@,

Your ACSP Username is @@username@@!

You will need this information to submit your abstract for ACSP2021! CLICK HERE for more information.

Featured News

NOHELY TERESA ALVAREZ APPOINTED ACSP STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE (2021-2023)

ACSP welcomes Nohely Teresa Alvarez as our new Student Governing Board Representative! Nohely is currently pursuing her PhD in Urban Planning and Design at the University of Maryland, College Park. Her ACSP term begins this spring and she will hold the position until Spring 2023.

“As a PhD student in Urban Planning and a first-generation college graduate, I intend to leverage my professional and personal experiences in elevating and advocating the concerns of planning students while organizing beneficial sessions to strengthen students’ knowledge in navigating networking opportunities and academia,” shared Nohely.

In addition to pursuing her PhD, Nohely’s work experience includes a position with the Northern Gateway CDC, a local non-profit in Maryland, where a significant part of her responsibilities included expanding the communication and marketing sectors. Nohely has also worked as a Research Assistant at the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and Research Analyst at Florida International University’s Metropolitan Center – a nonpartisan think tank in Miami. She is also involved in the PhD Urban Planning Committee, where her responsibilities include organizing seminars and panels for the PhD students in the planning program and currently serves as a member of the Graduate Student Collective in the Latin American Studies Center (LASC) at UMD. As a member, she has helped organize two Graduate Student Conferences.

When asked about her goals in this new role, Nohely stated, “As a team player, I will search for ways to integrate valuable insights. I envision the student representative position at ACSP to be for a collaborative and inclusive individual capable of keeping harmony and coordinating ideas. Through these qualities, I have confidence in facilitating positive change and collective effort as a student representative for ACSP’s Governing Board.”

ACSP is pleased to welcome Nohely to the leadership team and looks forward to working with her in the coming years!
ACSP News

Solidarity Statement with KU Faculty & Staff: [Read More]

Submitting an Abstract for #ACSP2021? [Here’s What You Need to Know]

ACSP2021 Call for Abstract & Sessions: [Now Available & Submission Site Open]

How to Submit a Pre-Organized Session: [Online Instructions]

Member News

Ohio State University: [Başar Özbilen is a University Level Awardee for ’21 Thesis Competition]

University of Michigan: [2021 APA Student Project Award Winners]

University of Wisconsin Milwaukee: [Social Justice Advocate and Urban Designer Destiny Thomas to Deliver Causier Lecture]

Other News

Planning Accreditation Board (PAB): [Shape the Future of Planning Accreditation Standards]

Recent Jobs

Florida Atlantic University: [Postdoctoral Fellow - Collaborative Sciences Center for Road Safety]

Association Contributor News

American Planning Association: [NPC21 Registration Is Open]

Kauffman Foundation: [Knowledge Challenge Early-stage Researcher Showcase]

Lincoln Institute of Land Policy: [Celebrate 75 Years with Us]

Submit News Here >

ACSP2021 Awards

Nominations NOW OPEN

Help ACSP acknowledge outstanding members and their work - submit your nominations for the ACSP2021 Awards today!

Awards >

ACSP Conference Sessions Now Available On Demand

The 2020 ACSP Conference Videos are now accessible online! Click below for more information on how to access the video library.

Learn More >

Welcome New ACSP Members (February)

Please join ACSP in welcoming new student, affiliate and full members who joined us in the month on February!

New Members >

ACSP Dates & Deadlines

MARCH
March 10: Governing Board Nominations Deadline
March 11-12: Administrator's Conference - Registration Now Open*
March 25: ACSP2021 Abstract Submission Deadline
March 26: ACSP Spring Board Meeting*
March 29: Lincoln Case Study Submission Deadline

JUNE

June 22: ACSP2021 Award Nominations Close

Did You Know?

2021 Administrators Conference Registration NOW OPEN
Click HERE for More Information

Thank You to Our Year-Round Sponsors

Alliance Sponsor:
Lincoln Institute of Land Policy

Core Sponsors:

Association Sponsor:

Quick Links

ACSP Values Statement
Meetings & Conference Code of Conduct
Annual Conference
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Support
What is Planning

Career Center
JPER Online
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Our Mission

The Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning promotes education, research, service and outreach in the United States and throughout the world by seeking to:

- recognize diverse needs and interests in planning;
- improve and enhance the accreditation process, and;
- strengthen the role of planning education in colleges and universities through publications conferences, and community engagement;
- extend planning beyond the classroom into the world of practice.
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